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ABSTRACT
Eye-gaze and mid-air gestures are promising for resisting various
types of side-channel attacks during authentication. However, to
date, a comparison of the different authentication modalities is
missing. We investigate multiple authentication mechanisms that
leverage gestures, eye gaze, and a multimodal combination of them
and study their resilience to shoulder surfing. To this end, we report
on our implementation of three schemes and results from usability
and security evaluations where we also experimented with fixed
and randomized layouts. We found that the gaze-based approach
outperforms the other schemes in terms of input time, error rate,
perceived workload, and resistance to observation attacks, and that
randomizing the layout does not improve observation resistance
enough to warrant the reduced usability. Our work further underlines the significance of replicating previous eye tracking studies
using today’s sensors as we show significant improvement over
similar previously introduced gaze-based authentication systems.
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With computers enabling ubiquitous access to private data, numerous authentication schemes have been proposed and adopted by

Figure 1: The figure shows a participant (1) authenticating
using gaze by dwelling at 2 for 500 ms, (2) authenticating using gestures by extending 9 fingers, (3) authenticating using
GazeGestures+Random where the user first gazes at the digit
4, which is displayed on a randomized layout, and then extends 2 right hand fingers resulting in an input of 4 + 2 = 6,
(4) authenticating using GazeGestures by gazing at 6, which
is displayed on a fixed layout, and then extends 4 left hand
fingers resulting in an input of 6 − 4 = 2.
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users. Privacy-aware users employ graphical passwords, alphanumeric passwords, and PINs to protect access to their computers, online accounts, and sensitive files. However, many of these schemes
are vulnerable to different types of side-channel attacks. For example, alphanumeric and graphical passwords are known to be
vulnerable to shoulder surfing and video attacks [16, 29, 33]. A
study conducted by the Ponemon Institute investigated shoulder
surfing attacks in business office environments and found that 12%
of observed content was login credentials (e.g., passwords) and that
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